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ABSTRACT An extensive investigation on the conformational characteristics of four deoxydi-
nucleoside monophosphates, namely, dApdA, dApdT, dTpdA, and dTpdT was carried
through calculation of the classical potential energy of the systems. The four major types of
sugar-pucker sequences, namely, 3E-3E, 3E-2E, 2E-3E, 2E-2E, were included in the study. For
each of the units, energies were computed for 96 starting conformations that resulted from the
consideration of all possible low energy regions for the relevant seven dihedral angles and the
four sugar-pucker sequences, and minimized by permitting all the seven dihedral angles to
vary simultaneously. The number and the order of preference of low energy conformations
obtained were found to be characteristic of the base sequence of the unit considered. The
conformational states close to the A-DNA, B-DNA, C-DNA, and Watson-Crick DNA
structures are noted to be preferred for all the units except dTpdT. The 3E-2E sugar-pucker
sequence is the most favored and the 2E-3E sequence is the least favored state in terms of the
associated number of local minima. For each unit, there exists a set of specific conformational
states with more or less equal stabilities but different sugar-pucker sequences. The mixed
sugar-pucker states 2E-3E and 3E-2E, when incorporated, in the conventional A-DNA and
B-DNA conformational states, respectively, have energies that allow them to act as interme-
diates in the B form -A form transitions. Such transitions are most likely to occur at sites
with a Thymine-Adenine base sequence. Available experimental results were interpreted in
terms of their stabilities.
INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic structural and conformational properties of subunit systems of biopolymers
provide a wealth of information for the understanding of their secondary structural features.
Theoretical studies on proteins and nucleic acids, provided information on their most and least
probable conformations. Studies on various model systems were also utilized for interpreting
macromolecular conformations. However, in the case of nucleic acids, a thorough knowledge
of all the dimeric subunits has not yet been derived theoretically owing to the complexity
introduced by the large number of structural/conformational variables. Earlier studies were
made on the monomeric and dimeric subunits by using classical (Lakshminarayanan and
Sasisekharan, 1970; Olson and Flory, 1972; Yathindra and Sundaralingam, 1974; 1975) and
quantum mechanical calculations (Tewari et al., 1974; Perahia et al., 1977). These investiga-
tions, have provided valuable information about the nucleic acid structure. As a result, we
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presently have a fairly good understanding of the preferred puckering conformations for the
sugar systems and the low energy domains for the other conformational parameters. Based on
these results, some interesting new models were recently proposed for DNA (Rodley et al.,
1976; Sasisekharan and Pattabiraman, 1976; Sasisekharan et al., 1978) and attempts are in
progress to elucidate the chromatin structure. Nevertheless, because of the inherent deficiency
in the application of the classical and quantum mechanical techniques, we are still far away
from having a complete picture of conformational characteristics of all the nucleic acid
subunits even at the dimeric level: the studies cited above were made by varying only one or, at
the most, two dihedral angles, fixing the rest at some preferred values while searching for the
probable local energy minima for the subunit systems. Consequently, they failed to reveal all
the available local minima with their stabilities for the various subunit systems in terms of
their base sequence. For deriving such information it is essential to locate the real local
minima in the multidimensional energy space by permitting all the variables to adjust
simultaneously. A set of such low energy conformations for the dimeric subunits with all
possible base and sugar-pucker sequences, would be valuable in building models for polynu-
cleotides as well as to interpret the low resolution electron density maps of the large nucleic
acid molecules, such as tRNAs, in their crystalline forms. A search for all the local minima in
the multidimensional energy space is possible only through a suitable function minimization
study.
Recently studies using multidimensional function minimization procedure were made on
the nucleic acid systems (Broyde et al., 1975; 1978; Broyde and Hingerty, 1979; Fujii and
Tomita, 1976; Kister and Dashevsky, 1976; Govil et al., 1977; Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswa-
my, 1978a, 1978b, 1979; Zhurkin et al., 1978; Levitt, 1978). These studies brought out many
interesting aspects of the influence of the bases in the dimer, their actual sequence on the
preferred backbone conformations and base stacking properties. In these studies, however, one
important aspect was not considered: namely, the mixed sugar-pucker states. Here we report
on an extensive investigation on four dimeric subunits of DNA, namely, dApdA, dApdT,
dTpdA and dTpdT, representing the four general types of base sequences found in nucleic
acid systems, viz, purine-purine, purine-pyrimidine, pyrimidine-purine and pyrimidine-
pyrimidine. A similar study on the RNA subunits, ApG, ApU, CpG and CpU is reported in
the next article. For studying all these units we used an improved set of atom-atom interaction
parameters to calculate the potential energy and an efficient minimization technique to
minimize the total potential energy as a function of all the flexible dihedral angles in the units.
The ring conformation of the furanose is kept rigid in both of the important puckered
conformations 3E or 2E.
METHODS
For the molecular systems studied, the total potential energy (E,,,) was considered to be the sum of the
contributions from nonbonded (E,lb), hydrogen bonding (Ehb), electrostatic (E,,,) and torsional (Etor)
interactions which were computed by using the expressions
Enb= EzR[ r))12 (1)
E = [H rx H] (2)
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where x is N or 0,
E= 166.0 Z qiqj (3)
ij rij
Etor =2 ( + cos 30). (4)2
The sums in Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 were taken over all pairwise atomic interactions whose distances rij (or
rx H) vary with dihedral angles. In Eq. 1, the constants fj and ( rg ) i for atomic pairs involving other than
phosphorus were taken from the work of Scheraga's group (McGuire et al, 1972; Momany et al, 1975).
For atomic pairs involving the phosphorus atom we computed Ej and (r,)ij as described in our earlier
article (Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a). The sum in Eq. 1 is taken over all atomic pairs except
x ... H (where x is oxygen or nitrogen and H is hydrogen covalently attached with nitrogen or oxygen)
and the sum in Eq. 2 is taken only over the x ... H interactions: The A and B values in this Eq. 2 are
hydrogen bond interaction parameters, which were taken from McGuire et al, 1972. These interaction
parameters were derived from an extensive study on crystal packing of various categories of molecular
entities and were tested for their appropriateness in conformational energy calculations. For computing
the electrostatic interactions a dielectric constant of 2 was employed. The atomic partial charges qi are
those determined by Renugopalakrishnan et al. (1971). The details of all these parameters as well as the
computation of the total potential energy via the above expressions were given in our earlier articles
(Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a and b). The VMMO1 version of the Fletcher-Powell-Davidon
minimization procedure (Davidon, 1959; Fletcher and Powell, 1963) was used to minimize the total
potential energy as a function of the dihedral angle variables.
To compare the stabilities of conformations belonging to various sugar-pucker sequence domains, it is
necessary to incorporate the internal energies of the sugar ring systems. Hence the internal energy of the
sugar ring was computed as the sum of the contributions from nonbonded, electrostatic, hydrogen
bonding, and torsional interactions as well as that from the strain experienced through the variations in
the bond lengths and bond angles, all within the ring system. The strain of deformation energy was
computed by using the expression Ed = (Kg/2)(AR)2 + (KO/2)(AO)2, where Kg and KO are the stretching
and bending force constants, and AR and AO are the deviations in the bond lengths and bond angles from
the equilibrium values. The values of K9 and Kg, as well as the equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles
were taken from Ramachandran and Sasisekharan (1968). The internal energies thus calculated for the
deoxynucleotide with 3E and 2E puckerings are 1.87 and 1.61 kcal/mol, respectively, indicating their
more or less equal stabilities. For the ribonucleotide the internal energies assume values of 2.52 and 2.61
kcal/mol for the 3E- and 2E states, respectively. These theoretical results corroborate very well with the
solution studies on mononucleotides of DNA and RNA which predict that the 2E population is slightly
more than that of 3E in the case of deoxynucleotides whereas the 2E and 3E states are equally populated
in the case of ribonucleotides. The internal energy terms were added appropriately to Et,, of every
minimized conformation.
Although the parameters developed by Scheraga's group were intended for polypeptides, they could
also be used for other systems as well. In fact, the conformational properties of both the families of
biomolecules, proteins and nucleic acids were studied so far by taking the same interaction parameters
for the commonly occurring atoms. For the other atoms the interaction parameters were determined
appropriately by taking the values of van der Waal's radii, refractivities and the effective number of
electrons from Bondi (1964), Ketelaar (1959) and Scott and Scheraga (1965). Such an approach has
been adopted with the reasonable assumption that the atoms, regardless of the system in which they
occur, will behave in a similar fashion. With the same reasoning we have employed the new parameters
for our study on nucleic acid systems.
The major problem in a multidimensional function minimization study is the selection of starting
points in the whole space. Enough points should be considered to ensure that all the probable local
minima and, consequently, the global minimum are included. We decided the starting points as follows:
Fig. I depicts the relevant seven dihedral angle variables for the representative molecule, dApdT.
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FIGURE 1 The skeleton, numbering convention, and conformational angles for the deoxydinucleoside
monophosphate dApdT.
Studies made by Sundaralingam and by Sasisekharan on mono-, and dinucleotides, and also by us on
mononucleotides demonstrate that the local minima, and the most probable low energy regions around
these minima for the variables marked in Fig. 1 are XI. X 400 ± 200, 4' -1300 ± 200, 4 1800 +
200 4, = 600 ± 200, 1800 ± 200 and -600 ± 200.
The dihedral angles w' and w (about phosphodiester bonds) have three local minima corresponding to
the staggered orientations, i.e., around 600, 1800, and -600. As a working approximation, we selected
the midpoint in each range in each of the dihedral angles to represent the corresponding low energy
region. Thus, we have one value in each of the dihedral angles X'. X. 4', and X, and three values in each of
W, , and 4' angles. The possible combinations of these selected representative values for the seven
dihedral angles resulted in 27 (-1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 3 x 3 x 3) conformations for a dinucleoside mono-
phosphate unit. Three out of these 27 cases, having (w', w) (1800, 1800), were omitted bacause of their
improbability as revealed by ab initio studies (Newton, 1973). The potential functions used by us also do
not eliminate these conformations as improbable since we have not included the anomeric effects.
(Recently Chandrasekaran and co-workers [1979] found this conformation to be probable in certain
polynucleotide helices.) The rest of the 24 conformations were considered as starting points. The two
sugar rings in the unit were also allowed to assume the two most-preferred pucker 3E- and 2E
(consequently fixing the two 4' angles), which resulted in four sugar-pucker sequences, 3E-3E, 3E-2E,
2E-3E, and 2E-2E for each unit (for definition of sugar puckering see Altona and Sundaralingam, 1972).
Thus, when the alternative sugar-pucker sequences are also considered, a total of 96 (24 x 4) starting
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points have resulted for each unit. This number is high enough to include all the best local minima and
the global minimum for the molecular systems.
Studies treating the sugar ring as a flexible system were made by a few researchers (Cremer and
Pople, 1975; Broyde et al, 1978; Broyde and Hingerty, 1979; Levitt and Warshel, 1978). In view of the
reported marginal variations in the sugar ring conformation during the intrafamily transitions, and also
of the enormous computation time involved, we treated the sugar unit as rigid, either in the 3E or in the
2E state, and the results were found to explain satisfactorily the conformational properties of DNA and
RNA systems.
The geometrical parameters used in the present study are those of Lakshminarayanan and Sasisekha-
ran (1970) which were given in our earlier article (Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a). The
computations were made using an IBM 370/155 system (IBM Corp., White Plains, N.Y.).
DESIGNATION OF PROBABLE CONFORMATIONS
In order to describe the results in a more comprehensive manner, the most probable
conformations for the subunits were categorized and designated using the g+ (600 ± 300),
t (1800 ± 300), and g- (-600 + 300) symbols. For designating a conformation, only the
orientations of the three flexible dihedral angles w', w and V/ were considered. For example, if a
conformation has w' in the g+, w in t, and J/ in g- regions, it is designated as a g+tg-
conformer. When conformations similar/close to the helical structures observed for the
polynucleotide fibers are encountered, they are referred to as helical conformers. The
conditions under which we compare the theoretical results on fragmental units with the
experimental observations on polynucleotides were detailed in our earlier article (Thiyagara-
jan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a).
RESULTS
The low energy conformations obtained after the minimization are listed in Tables I-IV for
the four units, dApdA, dApdT, dTpdA, and dTpdT. It should be pointed out here that the
results of the nonmixed sugar pucker states, namely, 3E-3E and 2E-2E of these subunits were
already reported (Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a). However, for comparison and
completeness they are considered along with the results of the mixed sugar-pucker systems of
these units.
It is interesting to note from the tables that out of the 96 starting conformations examined
for each of the units, only 16, 16, 21, and 15 were found to fall within the considered energy
limit (5 kcal/mol above the lowest energy located) for dApdA, dApdT, dTpdA, and dTpdT,
respectively. This fact demonstrates the severe restrictions imposed by the bases on the
preferred conformations of these units (Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a; Broyde et al.,
1978). The three subunits other than dTpdA seem to enjoy more or less equal freedom as far
as their adoptable low energy conformations are concerned. Although the four units
experience more or less similar restrictions, the order of preference of various probable states
depends on the sequence in each unit. A detailed account of the results of the individual
subunits is given below.
Preferred Conformationsfor dApdA Unit
Table I presents the low energy conformations for dApdA: four conformations become low
energy cases for dApdA in the 3E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain. The lowest energy
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TABLE I
dApdA: ENERGY-MINIMIZED CONFORMATIONS LYING WITHIN 5.0 kcal/mol ABOVE THE
LOWEST ENERGY FOUND
Relative
Dihedral angles (degrees) energy
No. Description
x' w' @ (kcal/
mol)
3E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
I 10 -65 -67 63 16 0.0* g9g9g+ (A-DNA)
2 25 -64 166 170 7 1.2 g-tt (WC-DNA)
3 105 164 67 62 17 2.7 tg+g+
4 105 162 -62 65 21 3.0 tg-g+
3E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
5 10 -77 178 176 20 0.1 g-tt (alt-WC)
6 48 -62 -172 69 8t 1.2 g-tg+
7 114 111 173 62 12 2.8 gs+tg+§
8 105 162 -61 67 53 3.4 tg-g+
9 106 179 61 65 41 3.4 tg+g+
10 105 162 75 -60 16 4.2 tg+g
2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
11 41 -93 -70 62 85 3.2 g9gg9+ (B-DNA)
12 48 -112 161 167 57 3.3 g.-tt (WC-DNA)
13 78 -123 -74 69 92 3.7 t3gg+ (C-DNA)
2E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
14 45 -149 -76 63 13 2.9 tg-g+
15 43 -92 -74 72 15 4.5 gs,g9g+ (alt-B-DNA)
16 29 -154 67 62 17 4.6 tg+g+
*Corresponds to - 34.0 kcal/mol.
tThe o' value is - - 1120; in other conformations it is in the trans region.
§s denotes skewed.
conformer (global minimum) resembles the A-DNA form (Arnott and Hukins, 1973), and
the Watson-Crick (WC) DNA form (Crick and Watson, 1954) has an energy of AE = 1.2
kcal/mol (Arnott et al., [1980a] designate the latter conformation as A*-DNA). Both these
conformations promote reasonable base stacking. The remaining two conformations in this
domain are open-type loop forms with (w', c, i/') (t, g+, g+) and (t, g-, g+) and high
anti-anti base orientation. The ' trans orientation noted in the case of WC-form is also a
favorable and important state in the case of double-stranded polynucleotide structures
(Zhurkin et al., 1978; Arnott et al., 1980a).
There are six low energy conformations for dApdA in the 3E-2E domain. In this category
the preferred conformer has backbone dihedral angles similar to the WC-form and hence it is
designated as alt-WC-DNA. When compared with the lowest energy A-DNA conformer, it
has an energy of AE = 0.1 kcal/mol and promotes good base stacking (see Fig. 2). In this
sugar-pucker sequence domain, g+ becomes important. We also note four loop promoting
conformations with (w', w) around (g-, t), (g+, t), (t, g-), and (t, g+). It is interesting to note
from Table I that conformations 3 and 4 are quite similar to conformations 9 and 8,
respectively, except in their sugar-pucker sequence and base orientation of the 5'-nucleotide
residue. This residue assumes a higher x value in the 3E-2E domain which can be attributed to
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FIGURE 2 The alt-WC-DNA conformation predicted for dApdA (No. 5 in Table I). The base stacking is
good.
the presence of the 2E sugar pucker (Sundaralingam, 1969). One more open-type loop
promoting conformation is found to be the low energy case with (w', c) - (t, g+) but with
4' g- at AE = 4.2 kcal/mol.
In the 2E-2E domain we find three low energy conformations, all of them, however, lying at
energy level of AE = 3.2 to 3.7 kcal/mol. In this category the B-DNA conformer is preferred
with AE = 3.2 kcal/mol. A conformer similar to WC-form has also been noted which,
however, does not promote any base stacking feature.
The 2E-3E sugar pucker domain also contains only three low energy conformations, of
which the tg-g+ conformer is the preferred one with AE = 2.9 kcal/mol compared to A-form.
Although this conformer aligns both bases on the same side, promoting a compact shape for
the dimer when compared to a similar backbone conformation having the 3E-2E sugar-pucker
sequence, it does not exhibit any base stacking. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 3 by superposing
the two conformations, one with 3E-2E and the other with 2E-3E sugar sequences. In this
domain a backbone conformation similar to the B-form is found to be preferred and this is
designated as alt-B-DNA. This conformational state does not promote any base stacking.
An interesting general observation is the presence of the backbone conformations
(w', w, I) (t, g+, g+) and (t, g-, g+) in the three sugar-pucker domains 3E-3E, 3E-2E and
2E-3E and the conformation (g-, g-, g+) in the domains 3E-3E, 2E-2E and 2E-3E. It is likely
that these conformational states play a role in the phenomenon of dynamic equilibrium
between 2E and 3E sugar-pucker states noted by Kondo et al. (1972) in their NMR studies on
deoxydinucleoside monophosphates.
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FIGURE 3 In this diagram the difference in the backbone conformation introduced by the two
sugar-pucker states, namely, 2E-3E and 3E-2E is depicted. The broken line diagram depicts the
conformation tg-g+ - 2E-3E (No. 14 in Table I) and the continuous line diagram the conformation
tgg+- 3E-2E (No. 8 in Table I); the C(5') ... 0(3') virtual bonds are aligned as closely as possible. See
text for the characteristics of these conformations.
Preferred Conformationsfor dApdT Unit
This unit also enjoys a conformational freedom equal to that of dApdA, as far as the number
of local minima is concerned. Table II indicates that the same four conformations that were
preferred for dApdA, become low energy cases for this unit in the 3E-3E sugar-pucker
sequence domain. However, the A-DNA and WC-DNA forms are less stable for this unit
compared with dApdA.
The lowest energy conformer (global minimum) for dApdT occurs in 3E-2E domain
resembling the WC-form. This promotes good base stacking. The alt-7r-bend conformation
with (w', w, 41 (g-, t, g+) depicted in Fig. 4 falls next in energy rank. In this conformation,
the backbone is slightly elongated compared to the conventional ir-bend (Kim and Sussman,
1976) having 3E-3E pucker sequence. Here again we observe two open-type loop promoting
conformations with (w', w, O) (t, g-, g+) and (t, g+, g+) at AE = 1.3 and 1.4 kcal/mol,
respectively. To illustrate the effect of change in the sugar-pucker sequence from 3E-3E to
3E 2E, we superpose the two conformations with (w', w, A) = (t, g+, g+), one in the 3E-3E and
the other in the 3E-2E domains in Fig. 5. In another superposition diagram, Fig. 6, we
illustrate the structural change produced by the alteration in w value from g+ to g- state in the
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TABLE II
dApdT: ENERGY-MINIMIZED CONFORMATIONS LYING WITHIN 5.0 kcal/mol ABOVE THE
LOWEST ENERGY FOUND
Relative
Dihedral angles (degrees) energy
No. (kcal/ Description
X X
mol)
3E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
1 39 -62 169 167 15 0.9 g-tt (WC-DNA)
2 5 -61 -45 61 11 2.4 g9g9g+ (A-DNA)
3 105 163 67 54 8 3.8 tg+g+
4 106 166 -67 55 8 4.5 tg g+
3E-2E sugar-pucker sequences domain
5 10 -76 -179 177 28 0.0* g-tt (alt-WC)
6 18 -57 -176 63 24t 1.0 g-tg+
7 106 166 -71 58 34 1.3 tg-g+
8 106 163 65 57 34 1.4 tg+g+
9 101 -92 175 -60 34 3.8 g[-tg-
10 104 65 178 -53 32 3.9 g+tg-
11 105 160 93 179 36 4.2 tgs+t
2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
12 45 -116 -55 67 62 3.9 g[-g9g+ (B-DNA)
13 26 -145 110 155 -6 4.9 tsgs+t
14 76 -160 -69 60 32 4.9 tg-g+ (C-DNA)
2E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
15 61 -120 166 148 18 4.7 gs-tt, (alt-WC)
16 3 -117 -53 51 18 4.9 g,sg-g+ (alt-B-DNA)
*Corresponds to -32.6 kcal/mol.
tThe O'value is -112°.
FIGURE 4 The alt-r-bend state predicted for dApdT (No. 6 in Table II); this could introduce a sharp
turn in the polynucleotide.
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AFIGURE 5 In this diagram the difference in the backbone conformation introduced by the two
sugar-pucker states, namely, 3E-3E and 3E-2E is shown. The continuous line corresponds to the tg+g+ -
3E-2E conformation (No. 8 in Table II) while that in broken line to the tg+g+ - 3E-3E conformation (No.
3 in Table II). See legend to Fig. 3 for other details.
conformation with (c', O1) (t, g+) and 3E-2E pucker sequence. We note in Fig. 5 that the
backbone is elongated when the sugar pucker changes from 3E-3E to 3E-2E: this is found to be
true in conformations occurring in other (w', w, Vt) domains also. Fig. 6 reveals that both the
relevant conformations are less compact loop structures; while the bases are disposed on the
opposite sides of the backbone in t g-g+ conformer, they are placed on the same side in tg+g+
Base
-t'...-/
- of.
- Bose
/ \
.. )~'
FIGURE 6 The difference introduced in the backbone course due to the movement of w from g- to g+
state is illustrated in this diagram. The continuous line corresponds to the tg-g+ -3E-2E conformation
(No. 7 in Table II) while that in broken line to the tg+g+ - 3E-2E conformation (No. 8 in Table II). See
legend to Fig. 3 for other details.
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conformer. We also find two more conformations with 1 g- and one with t as low
energy cases for dApdT in the 3E-2E domain.
For this unit too the 2E-2E sugar-pucker domain contains only three low energy conforma-
tions, of which the B-form (Arnott et al., 1969) is the preferred one with AE = 3.9 kcal/mol
(recently Arnott et al. [1980b] have suggested [w', w] - [t, g-] for B-DNA). For this
conformer the 2E-3E sequence is very much constrained, as we note only two local minima, of
which alt-B-DNA is one.
Preferred Conformations for dTpdA
From Table III we note that the same conformations predicted for dApdA and dApdT turn
out to be the low energy cases in the 3E-3E domain. The A-DNA and the WC-DNA forms are
at energies of AE = 0.8 and 1.2 kcal/mol compared with the lowest energy conformer.
However, the two loop promoting conformers do not have high anti-base orientation in the
TABLE III
dTpdA: ENERGY-MINIMIZED CONFORMATIONS LYING WITHIN 5 kcal/mol ABOVE THE
LOWEST ENERGY FOUND
Relative
Dihedral angles (degrees) energy DescriptionNo. X a) x (kcal/
X X
~~~~~~~~~~~mol)
3E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
I 15 -61 -73 66 26 0.8 g g-g+ (A-DNA)
2 27 -67 160 174 17 1.2 g at (WC-DNA)
3 25 167 68 62 17 3.8 tg+g+
4 25 165 -62 65 30 4.2 tg-g+
3E-2E sugar-pucker sequences domain
5 16 -72 -178 173 26 0.0* g-tt (alt-WC-DNA)
6 32 -69 -65 73 56 0.9 g9g9g+ (alt-A-DNA)
7 18 -57 -177 67 164: 0.9 g tg+
8 21 166 -62 66 55 3.3 tg g+
9 21 167 72 65 41 3.4 tg+g+
10 21 59 -168 -58 16 4.5 g+tg-
11 19 -80 174 , -61 16 4.7 g-tg
12 21 167 73 - 59 18 5.0 tg+g-
2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
13 55 -89 -73 67 86 0.6 g9g9g+ (B-DNA)
14 42 -50 -166 55 4 2.6 g tg+
15 30 -122 -60 60 109 3.0 t,g9g+ (C-DNA)
16 37 -158 83 178 19 3.4 tg+t
17 34 90 145 53 -8 4.3 g+tsg+
2E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
18 53 -88 -76 57 60 1.4 g-g9g+ (alt-B-DNA)
19 45 -119 140 167 22 3.7 g5-t,t (alt-WC-DNA)
20 43 -169 66 62 97 4.1 tg+g+
21 41 -149 -74 59 21 4.4 tsg-g+
*Corresponds to -33.9 kcal/mol.
tThe 4? value is- 1150.
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3'-nucleotide which is in contrast to the observations made for dApdA and dApdT. This is
probably due to the fact that a pyrimidine base remains only in the normal anti region.
For dTpdA also, the lowest energy conformation belongs to the 3E-2E sugar-pucker
sequence domain and resembles the WC-form. This conformation promotes a reasonable
base-stacking property. As noted for dApdA and dApdT, the (g- tg+), (tg-g+) and (tg+g+)
conformations become low energy cases for this unit also. Thus, these three (w', w, i,1) domains
become most probable in all the DNA subunit systems. The most interesting feature observed
in the case of dTpdA is the preference of alt-A-DNA form with a backbone like the A-DNA,
but with 3E-2E sugar-pucker sequence at AE = 0.9 kcal/mol. Such a conformation, was not
found to be a low energy case both in dApdA and dApdT. This observation has a striking
relevance to the drug intercalation phenomenon in nucleic acids as we note that this
conformation is observed in drug-dinucleotide complex crystals (Tsai et al., 1977; Jain et al.,
1977; Westhof and Sundaralingam, 1980). It is also observed that for drug-dinucleotide
intercalation to occur, the base sequence should be of the pyrimidine-purine type. Our study
explains the specificity for such a phenomenon in terms of the intrinsic stability of such a
conformation for the dinucleoside monophosphate when the base sequence is of the pyrimi-
dine-purine type. The intercalation of the drug is further noted to involve alterations in X and
X parameters by Berman et al. (1978).
In the 2E-2E sugar-pucker domain there are five low energy conformations in contrast to the
cases of dApdA and dApdT, for which we noted only three conformations. The B-form is
again the preferred state in this sugar-pucker domain. The C-form (Arnott and Selsing, 1975)
has an energy of AE = 3.0 kcal/mol. The other conformations that are preferred in this
domain have (w', w, ,6) = (g-, t, g+), (t, g+, t), and g+, t, g+) (s stands for skewed orientation).
In this domain, we find the two conformers B-DNA and C-DNA exhibiting high anti-base
orientation in the 5'-nucleotide as in the case of dApdA.
The alt-B-DNA conformer is the preferred state for dTpdA in the 2E-3E sugar-pucker
domain with an energy of AE = 1.4 kcal/mol. Three more loop-type conformers with
(w', w,WI) ) (gs, ts, t), (t, g+, g+) and (t,, g-, g+) become low energy cases. The last of the
above three conformations keeps both the bases on the same side as was found in dApdA.
On the whole, the dTpdA unit seems to enjoy more conformational freedom compared with
dApdA and dApdT, as far as the number of preferred local minima is concerned. Another
interesting point is the higher stabilities of A-DNA, B-DNA, and their mixed pucker states.
The energetics show that the stability decreases in the order of B-DNA > A-DNA >
alt-A-DNA > alt-B-DNA. In the phenomenon of B A transition in DNA, the mixed
sugar-pucker states may serve as intermediates so that where T-A sequences occur, they
may be recognized as initiating regions in polydeoxynucleotides. The probable conformational
states, intermediates and the probable mechanism involved in the B A transitions are
indicated in Fig. 7 with a series of four pictures.
Preferred Conformationsfor dTpdT Unit
Table IV lists the fifteen conformations preferred for dTpdT. Unlike the other three units, this
unit prefers only two conformations in the 3E-3E domain and they are the WC-form and the
(tg+g+)-bend at energies of AE = 0.6 and 4.3 kcal/mol, respectively. Both A-DNA and
(tg-g+) conformers become high energy cases.
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/FIGURE 7 The cycle of events predicted to be present in the B form - A form transition in DNA via a
dimeric subunit.
Here again the lowest energy conformation occurs in the 3E-2E domain with (w', cW, ii)
(g-, t, g+) which is capable of promoting a sharp turn in the backbone. The rest of the seven
conformations are open-type loop structures that include the tg-g+ and tg+g+ conformations.
In contrast to the other three units, the alt-WC-form does not become a low energy case.
In the 2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain, four conformations become low energy states.
The B-form is not preferred. The C-DNA form has an energy of AE = 3.0 kcal/mol and it
closely resembles the conformation observed in the crystal structure of pdTpdT (Camerman
et al., 1976). In the 2E-3E sugar-pucker domain only one conformation with (w', w, O')
(gs, ts, t) turns out to be the low energy case with an energy ofAE = 3.7 kcal/mol. Two other
important features noted are, (a) the high anti-base orientation is completely absent, and (b)
the sugar-pucker sequence 2E-2E is noted to contain more local minima than 3E-3E.
DISCUSSION
Preferred Sugar-Pucker States
An analysis of the number of low energy conformations associated with the four sugar-pucker
sequences in the four DNA subunits reveals that the 3E-3E, 3E-2E, 2E-2E, and 2E-3E occur
respectively, 4, 6, 3, and 3 times in dApdA; 4,7,3, and 2 times in dApdT; 4, 8, 5, and 4 times in
dTpdA; and 2, 3, 4, and 1 times in dTpdT. Thus, as far as the number of local minima is
concerned the 3E-2E is the most preferred and the 2E-3E is the least preferred sequences in all
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TABLE IV
dTpdT: ENERGY-MINIMIZED CONFORMATIONS LYING WITHIN 5 kcal/mol ABOVE THE
LOWEST ENERGY FOUND
Relative
Dihedral angles (degrees) energy
No. Description
x 41x~'I)(kcall
3E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
1 20 -74 165 163 16 0.6 g-tt (WC-DNA)
2 25 169 67 54 7 4.3 tg+g+
3E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
3 13 - 56 -177 65 18* 0.0t g-tg+
4 19 -168 -72 58 18 1.3 tg-g+
5 20 167 65 57 35 1.4 tg+g+
6 18 56 -158 - 54 32 3.2 g+tg-
7 20 65 -174 172 33 3.6 g+tt
8 21 167 74 -59 35 3.7 tg+g-
9 42 170 88 180 32 4.0 tg+t
10 30 -79 167 -66 21 4.9 g-tg
2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence domain
11 37 -144 98 180 2 2.7 t3g5+t
12 41 -166 -52 62 32 3.0 tg-g+ (C-DNA)
13 34 -157 64 58 34 3.4 tg+g+
14 42 -71 -177 61 37 4.3 g-tg+
2E-3E sugar-pucker sequence domain
15 41 -99 148 163 24 3.7 g -t3t
*4O value is - 1150.
tCorresponds to -32.0 kcal/mole
the four units. Considering the two nonmixed sugar-pucker sequences it appears that the
3E-3E has a slight edge over the 2E-2E in dApdA and dApdT, while the 2E-2E is slightly more
favored than 3E-3E in dTpdA and dTpdT as far as the number of local minima is concerned.
However, when the stabilities of the conformations associated with the four sugar-pucker
sequence domains in all the units are also considered the 3E-3E domain, in general, seems to be
more favored than the 2E-2E domain in the three units other than dTpdT. These results are
pertinent to the respective molecules in an isolated condition. However, in real systems,
(crystals or solution) one encounters many other interactions like crystal packing, base
pairing, and solvent-solute association, which were not considered in the present study. These
additional interactions will certainly influence the preference of sugar-pucker sequences. In
one of our earlier studies (Ponnuswamy and Thiyagarajan, 1978) we illustrated how the
solvent-solute interaction can play its role in stabilizing similar backbone conformations, but
causing differences in their sugar-pucker sequences. Our present results on the nonmixed
sugar sequences are consistent with the studies of Broyde et al. (1978). The classical potential
energy calculations on dApdT duplex (Kister and Dashevsky, 1976) and on Poly (dA-dT) and
Poly (dG-dC) duplexes (Calascibetta et al., 1975) also show similar results on the order of
preference of 3E-3E and 2E-2E domains.
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Flexibility of Certain Conformations
From Table I we note that the three triplet conformational states, namely, 2, 5 and 12; 3, 9
and 16; and 4, 8 and 14 have backbone dihedral angles in the domains of (c', c, 1') (g-, t, t),
(t, g+, g+), and (t, g-, g+), respectively. The conformational states in each triplet, however,
are associated with differing sugar-pucker sequences and also differing base orientations. In
each of the triplets, the 3E-3E and the 3E-2E pucker sequences promote mainly a high
anti-base orientation in the 3'-nucleotide residues, while the 2E-2E and 2E-3E sequences,
usually, exhibit only a normal anti base orientation. An analysis of the structural shapes and
the end-to-end distances (see Table V) for the three conformations in each triplet shows that,
usually, the 3E-2E pucker sequence promotes an elongated, less compact backbone compared
with the case of 3E-3E sequence. On the other hand, the 2E-3E sequence produces a slightly
more compact structure than that produced by the 2E-2E sequence. Among all the sequences
the 3E-3E produces the most compact structures. In conformations with ,61i g- the end-to-end
distances are smaller for the 2E-2E sequence than those for 3E-2E. Hence, for a particular set
of backbone dihedral angles, the preference of a specific sugar-pucker sequence in a
polynucleotide chain may be according to the local requirement.
There also exists ample interconversion flexibility in a few pairs of the low energy
conformational states in all the four units. The two conformations 2 and 5 in Table I do not
differ much in their stability and so also the cases 4 and 14. The dihedral angles in each of
these pairs remain almost the same, but the sugar-pucker sequences are different. Inasmuch
as the energy barrier separating the 3E and 2E states is very small we suggest that in the above
mentioned cases the sugar conformation may oscillate between the two states without
imposing much strain on the backbone. Because of the presence of such conformational states,
a dynamic equilibrium between the 2E and 3E states is probably maintained in solution, as has
been noted from the high resolution NMR studies of deoxydinucleoside monophosphates
(Kondo et al., 1972; Wood et al., 1975; Cheng and Sarma, 1977). All these features discussed
TABLE V
END-TO-END [C(5') ... 0(3')] DISTANCES IN CERTAIN TYPICAL CONFORMATIONS FOR
DIFFERENT SUGAR-PUCKER SEQUENCES
Type of [C(5') ... 0(3')] distances
conformer 3E-3E 3E_2E 2E_2E 2E-3E
A
g-tt 9.85 10.02 9.74 9.81
g-tg+ 7.98 8.81 8.21 9.47
g gg+ 9.24 9.64 9.46 9.33
tg-t 6.63 8.02 9.43 8.11
g+tg- 4.36 5.77 6.07 4.57
tg-g 7.53 8.40 9.50 8.43
tg+t 8.89 9.25 10.20 9.62
tg g+ 8.00 8.75 10.00 9.26
tg+g+ 6.52 7.94 9.19 7.76
g+g+t 6.01 6.29 7.24 7.23
1'-1300, 1800; g- -700; te 180°;g+ 600
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for dApdA are also noted in the case of other units (see Tables II to IV). These results thus
clearly demonstrate the part played by the base and sugar-pucker sequences on the overall
conformational properties of the DNA subunits.
Preferred Base Orientations
The present study also throws light on the most probable orientations for the two bases under
conditions of mutual adjustments about various backbone dihedral angles in the dimeric
subunits. An analysis of X' and x values given in Tables I to IV indicates that in most of the
predicted nonhelical conformations for dApdA and dApdT adopting 3E-3E or 3E-2E sugar-
pucker sequence (3, 4, 7-10 in Table I and 3, 4, 7-11 in Table II), the base of the
3'-nucleotide residue is found to assume high anti orientation. However, such nonhelical
conformations adopting the 2E-2E and 2E-3E sugar sequences do not exhibit this specific
feature. In contrast to this distinct observation, the other two units dTpdA and dTpdT (having
a pyrimidine in the 3'-nucleotide residue) assume only the normal anti base orientation in the
3'-nucleotide residue. This indicates that the base orientation will turn to the high anti region
only if the base is a purine, which is consistent with the- known experimental observations
(Sundaralingam, 1969). It is also obvious from Tables II to V that the high anti base
orientation is almost completely absent in the 5'-nucleotide residue of all the four subunits; the
only exception to this observation is the C-DNA conformer predicted for the two units dApdA
and dTpdA which adopt such an orientation in the 5'-nucleotide residue. The absence of the
high anti base orientation in the 5'-nucleotide residue in almost all the four subunits could be
attributed to the influence of the 5'-phosphate group which invariably keeps the base (purine)
in the normal anti region. This 5'-phosphate influence which keeps a corresponding base in
the normal anti region was designated as the "phosphate effect" (Sundaralingam, 1973;
Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1979). There is an exception to the above observation as we
note high anti orientations of the base in the 5'-nucleotide residue in the case of C-DNA
conformer predicted for dApdA and dTpdA units which could be interpreted to have the
following importance; occasionally a purine unit can adopt high anti orientation in a
polynucleotide at sites where 2E sugar-pucker states occur in a sequence, and the C-DNA
form may be the most probable conformation in these sites.
Base-Stacking Properties
The base-stacking parameters calculated for the low energy conformations predicted for the
four units are given in Table VI. In general, the low energy conformations of the subunits that
resemble the regular helical structures observed for polynucleotide fibers usually exhibit
reasonable base-stacking property. In dApdA, dApdT and dTpdA, the conformations similar
to the A-DNA, B-DNA, and WC-DNA helical forms (excepting the B-DNA conformer for
dApdT) exhibit recognizable base-stacking feature. However, for dTpdT, only the conforma-
tion corresponding to the WC-DNA exhibits reasonable base-stacking feature and the A-form
and B-form conformers become high energy cases. The little stacking believed to be present in
dTpdT in solution (Wood et al., 1974) is supported by the present study. In low energy
conformations associated with the mixed sugar-pucker sequence domains, the alt-WC
conformer with 3E-2E sugar state exhibits good base-stacking properties in the three subunits
dApdA, dApdT, and dTpdA. The alt-A-DNA conformer with 3E-2E sequence predicted for
dTpdA does not exhibit any base-stacking character, even though the bases are brought close
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TABLE VI
BASE-STACKING PROPERTIES PREDICTED IN DEOXYDINUCLEOSIDE MONOPHOSPHATES
Type of Sugar- Mean Angle Over- StackingMolecule pucker distance between lapping
conformer puce between base * propertyt
base planes planes
(A) (degree) (%*)
dApdA A-DNA 3E-3E 3.54 17 31 Good
WC-DNA 3E-3E 3.33 15 21 Reasonable
B-DNA 2E-2E 4.21 15 51 Reasonable
alt-WC 3E-2E 3.76 8 35 Good
dApdT A-DNA 3E-3E 3.53 4 42 Good
WC-DNA 3E-3E 3.81 17 81 Good
B-DNA 2E-2E 4.54 33 83 Poor
alt-WC 3E-2E 3.97 15 40 Good
dTpdA A-DNA 3E-3E 3.69 16 61 Good
WC-DNA 3E-3E 3.59 20 35 Good
B-DNA 2E-2E 3.57 15 73 Good
alt-WC 3E-2E 3.66 15 30 Good
alt-A-DNA 3E-2E 3.80 28 2 Poor
alt-B-DNA 2E-3E 4.13 20 10 Poor
dTpdT WC-DNA 3E-3E 3.77 23 55 Reasonable
*The extent of overlapping is said to be 100% when the areas of two similar bases get completely overlapped and also
when the base with smaller area is completely overlapped by the base of larger area.
tThe base stacking is said to be "good" when the mean distance between the base planes is in the range of 3.5-4.0 A,
the angle between the base planes is within 200, and the extent of base overlap is >30%. The terms "reasonable" and
"poor" are used with respect to the derinition given to a good base stacking.
to a distance of 4.0 A. In general, the extent of base stacking in the dimeric subunits of DNA
decreases in the order of purine-purine, pyrimidine-purine, purine-pyrimidine, pyrimidine-
pyrimidine base sequences. This assessment is consistent with the solution conformation of
dinucleoside monophosphates (Ts'o et al., 1969; Lee and Tinoco, 1977) and also with our
study on the RNA subunits described in the following article. However, the base-stacking
properties revealed by the NMR work of Cheng and Sarma (1977) differ from this
observation. When the base stacking properties corresponding to 3E-2E and 2E-3E sugar
sequences are considered it seems that the former promote better stacking than the latter.
Probable Sitesfor alt-A-DNA and alt-B-DNA Conformations
It is interesting to note that the alt-A-DNA conformer with (w', w, st) (g-, g-, g+) and
3E-2E sugar sequence is a low energy case only for dTpdA. This conformation promotes a
slight elongation in the backbone as well as in the base-to-base distance compared with the
conventional A-DNA conformer. In a base-paired duplex this conformer with considerable
alterations in 4 and X can provide enough room for a chromophoric drug molecule to
intercalate between the base pairs (Berman et al., 1978). This is the type of conformation
observed in the drug-dinucleotide complex crystals (Tsai et al., 1977; Jain et al, 1977;
Westhof and Sundaralingam, 1980) wherein the base sequence is pyrimidine-purine type.
In one of our previous articles (Thiyagarajan and Ponnuswamy, 1978a) we discussed the
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probable sites and the involved energetics in the B A transitions in DNA. We predicted
that these transitions may be initiated mainly at the sites where py-pu (T-A) base sequence is
present. The present study adds further information to this suggestion. According to the
present study the probable cycle in which the B A transitions might occur is B-DNA
Alt-A-DNA -- A-DNA -- Alt-B-DNA - B-DNA (see Fig. 7). We propose the following
events to occur during the cycle. To start with, the DNA exists in the more stable B-form
(AE = 0.6 kcal/mol). The B -- A transition might occur by way of opening up the chain due
to flipping in the sugar-pucker conformation of the pyrimidine residue from 2E to 3E at the
py-pu base sequence site. This is the alt-A-DNA form having an energy of AE = 0.9
kcal/mol. The A-DNA conformer (AE = 0.8 kcal/mol) is attained when such disturbance
travels through the polynucleotide chain in the 5'-end to 3'-end direction. For the A -- B
transition to occur once again, the chain may open up and the alt-B-DNA form is induced
because of the flipping of the sugar conformation of the pyrimidine residue from 3E to 2E state
at the same or other py-pu sites. The perpetuation of this disturbance in the 5'-end to 3'-end
direction of the polynucleotide chain will restore the B-form conformation for DNA. It is
likely that all these processes may be operated by the interactions of some specific proteins
with DNA in the nucleus.
Kinked and Nonkinked Conformational States and Chromatin Structure
In order to explain the chromatin structure a variety of conformations for the polynucleotide
were recently tried (Crick and Klug, 1975; Sobell et al., 1977; Sussman and Trifonov, 1978;
Levitt, 1978). Crick and Klug proposed that a kink promoting conformation with (w', w, 0))
(g-, g-, t) and 2E-2E sugar-pucker sequence, if it occurs at definite intervals along the
polynucleotide backbone, will enable the DNA to fold tightly into a compact shape. This
conformation, however, is not found to be a low energy case in the present study. Sobell et al.,
(1977) suggested a different type of kink, from their x-ray investigations on drug-dinucleoside
phosphate complex crystals, with (w', w, a/1) (g-, g-, g+) and 3E-2E sugar-pucker sequence.
This conformer is found to be a low energy case only for dTpdA (Table III, no. 6) in the
present study.
Unlike these two models, the ones proposed by Sussman and Trifonov (1978) and by Levitt
(1978) contain nonkinked conformations (without the disruption of base-stacking interaction)
to enable the DNA to smoothly bend to attain a compact shape. These two models have
slightly altered torsion angles in the sugar phosphate moieties relative to B-DNA, varying
gradually along the chains. This is quite consistent with the present study as the predicted
B-DNA conformation for the four units have slightly different torsion angles depending on
the base sequence. Hence such base-sequence-dependent flexibility noted at the dimeric level,
if present in the polynucleotide chain also, would allow the DNA to smoothly bend into a
compact shape.
Comparison with Experimental Observations:
Crystal Structures ofDNA Subunits
In the literature available to date, we find only four crystal structures of oligodeoxynucleo-
tides, one at dimeric, pdTpdT (Camerman et al., 1976), two at tetrameric, d-pApTpApT
(Viswamitra et al., 1978) and d-pCpGpCpG (Drew et al., 1980) and one at hexameric,
d-pCpGpCpGpCpG (Wang et al., 1979) levels. The conformation observed at A-T portion of
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d-pApTpApT and at G-C portion of d-pCpGpCpGpCpG crystals, with (W', w, ) =
(g-, g-, g+) and 3E-2E sugar-pucker sequence, has an energy of 6.1 kcal/mol in the case of
dApdT. The G-C portion of the d-pCpGpCpG crystal (Drew et al., 1980) however has a
different conformation with (w', w, t) = (g-, g-, g+) and C(l')-exo-C'(2')-endo pucker
sequence. This is a variant of B-DNA conformation which happens to be a low energy case
according to the present study. The conformation observed at the T-A portion of d-
pApTpApT crystal with (w', w, it) = (t, g-, g+) and 2E-3E pucker sequence turns out to be
similar to the one predicted for dTpdA (Table III, no. 21) at AE = 4.4 kcal/mol. However,
the conformation observed at G-C portion of the left handed helical structure conformations
found for d-pCpGpCpG and d-pCpGpCpGpCpG crystals with (w', w, it) = (g+, g+, t) is not a
low energy case according to the present study. This may be due to the completely different
base sequence present in these crystals compared to the one studied by us. Furthermore, there
are extensive intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the crystalline state that may yield additional
energy, so that these states may be of higher energy in their absence.
High Resolution NMR Studies on DNA Subunits in Solution
Recently Cheng and Sarma (1977) predicted that the predominant conformations for dimeric
subunits of DNA in solution are those with 2E sugar pucker, ,6 = g+, and (w', w) in any one of
the orientations such as (g+, g+), (g-, g-), (g+, t), (t, g+), (t, g-) and (g-, t). Sizable fraction
of conformational states with other sugar puckers also exist. According to the present study all
the conformations except that with (w', w, ,6) (g+, g+, g+) become low energy cases in the
dimeric subunits of DNA. However, their stabilities are base-sequence dependent. As already
mentioned, dTpdT shows little base stacking according to the present study. This again is
consistent with the studies made by Wood et al., (1974) and Cheng and Sarma (1977).
Another important result emerged from the NMR studies of Cheng and Sarma (1977) is that
even in solution the 3E state is important for dimeric subunits of DNA, contributing about 20
to 50% to the conformational blend depending on the base sequence. The present study
explains this observation in that, depending on the base sequence the prominent low energy
conformations may adopt different sugar-pucker sequence domains and contribute to the
conformational blend observed by Cheng and Sarma for deoxydinucleoside monophosphate.
CONCLUSION
The present study throws ample light on the overall conformational behavior of the
deoxydinucleoside monophosphate and explains a large amount of experimental data from the
point of view of the prominent conformations for the individual units as well as the important
local low energy conformations which probably constitute the conformational blend noted in
the solution studies. This study also predicts the possible sites of occurrence of the mixed sugar
pucker states in the polynucleotides from which the probable mechanism involved in the B
A transition is predicted.
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